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Does Your SAP Provide Adequate Grip for
the Digital Age?
–––
The future belongs to SAP S/4HANA. However, the changeover to S/4HANA while still utilizing old systems may bring only limited productivity gains. That‘s why many users are biding
their time. Why not use the system change to rethink your entire SAP basis and push ahead
with digitization? SAP offers not only the S/4HANA platform, but with SAP Data unprecedented possibilities to push digitization with open interfaces in an agile way. Boost your own
SAP productivity with UMB and Red Hat.
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Challenge
Are you currently still running old
UNIX or Windows environments? If so,
moving to digitization will, in the long
term, be a difficult and expensive process. SAP modernization in the course
of SAP S/4HANA and the productive
implementation of digital innovations
pose several challenges. However,
the beauty of it is that both can be
combined.
Solution
With the migration to the Red Hat
Linux platform you will gain the freedom to run S/4HANA on any (certified)
hardware. This will work on premise
as well as in the cloud. You will benefit
from a fully automated operating system for SAP S/4HANA. The container
platform will allow you to outsource
SAP business processes and develop
them in an agile way.
Benefits
The changeover to SAP S/4HANA
only makes sense if it provides your
company with a productivity gain. An
enterprise container platform offers
an agile and open way/platform to

connect your HANA to the fast moving
world and react quickly to the needs
of your business. This is the only way
to enable technologies such as IoT, AI
or machine learning. Create the conditions for a productivity boost now with
Red Hat and UMB.
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Your options in brief
The changeover to SAP
S/4HANA only makes sense
if it results in a productivity
gain and new business requirements can be addressed.
With an enterprise container
platform you will benefit from
the following advantages:
− Open platform: Only with
this will you be ready for
digitization.
− SAP and a container
platform can boost your
innovations.
− The possibility to work on
premise, multi cloud or
hybrid cloud.
− Open systems offer a wider
choice of providers (hardware, cloud). This can also
increase performance and
reduce costs.
− You will benefit from a continually growing ecosystem.

